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KEY SECTOR TAKEAWAYS 

Capstone Partners’ Healthcare Investment Banking Group is pleased to share its Behavioral Healthcare 
Services report. Merger and acquisition (M&A) activity in the sector has surged through year-to-date (YTD) 
2023, outpacing transaction levels from the prior year period. A heightened focus on patient outcomes, 
greater access to high quality and affordable care, and specialized service offerings to treat addiction, 
substance abuse and co-occurring mental health disorders, has led to increased investment in sector players 
by private equity firms. Additional report takeaways are outlined below. 

1. M&A activity has risen year-over-year (YOY) to 70 transactions announced or completed to-date, an 
increase from 65 transactions in YTD 2022.

2. Substance use disorders (SUD) in the U.S. continue to rise at alarming rates with 46.3 million people 
aged 12 and older having an SUD in 2021, up from 40.3 million the year prior.

3. While the need for SUD treatment services is at an all time high, only 7% of individuals receive care 
due to a variety of systemic challenges including demand/supply imbalances, lack of coverage, high 
cost of care, and the persistent social stigma of addiction.

4. Sector players have made strategic investments to enhance access to high quality, effective and 
affordable care while expanding the continuum of care, enhancing patient outcomes, and further 
addressing the growing need for SUD and mental health services nationwide.

Capstone Partners has developed a full suite of corporate finance solutions, including, financial advisory 
services, merger and acquisition advisory, debt advisory, and equity capital financing to help privately owned 
businesses and private equity firms navigate through each stage of a company’s lifecycle.

To learn more about Capstone’s wide range of advisory services and Behavioral Healthcare Services sector 
knowledge, please contact us. 

Behavioral Healthcare Services 
Continuum of Care Provides Growth Opportunities for 

Sector Players
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COMPOUNDING CRISES DRIVES DEMAND FOR COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES

Mark Surowiak, Director

“Post pandemic, the demand for mental and 
behavioral health services continues to rise at 
alarming rates. While 19% of adults now struggle with 
a substance use disorder and nearly half of adults 
aged 18 and 25  have either an SUD or mental illness, 
a staggering percentage are not receiving  care. 
Investments to add capacity, value-focused 
programs, and tailored patient-centric services 
across the continuum are key initiatives among 
industry players to address the nation’s mental and 
behavioral health crisis”.

5
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near capacity. To address the heightened demand for 
high quality and affordable care, sector players have 
continued to make significant investments to expand 
bed capacity and broaden care models that offer a 
comprehensive and wholistic continuum of care. For 
example, 72% of providers now offer 
pharmacotherapies as part of their treatment services 
and 34% have tailored programs for LGBTQ clients, 
according to SAMHSA.5 Private equity firms have also 
been highly active investors in the space. Recently, 
private equity firm TPG Capital acquired mental health 
and SUD treatment provider Banyan Treatment 
Centers. The new investment is expected to grow 
Banyan’s geographical coverage, capacity, and 
treatment offerings which already includes detox, 
residential, partial hospitalization, intensive outpatient, 
telehealth, and a new program for eating disorders, 
according to a press release.6

 

SUDs in the U.S. have been rising at staggering 
rates. According the most current data available, 
46.3 million people aged 18 and older had an SUD 
in 2021, up from 40.3 million in 2020, a 15% year-
over-year increase, according to the Substance 
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 
(SAMHSA).1 Drug overdose deaths have also 
continued to hit record levels each year, with 
112,024 predicted fatalities in the U.S. reported for 
the 12-month period ending May 2023, according 
to the Center for Disease Control (CDC).2  
Compounding the elevated levels of SUDs is an 
acute mental health crisis affecting 50 million 
adults (Mental Health America Adult Data 2022).3  
According to SAMHSA more than 25% of adults 
with a serious mental illness also suffer with a 
substance use disorder.  

While the U.S. continues to face a growing 
behavioral and mental health crisis, only a fraction 
of individuals receive care. 93.5% of adults with an 
SUD in the past year went untreated, 55% of adults 
with mental illness received no treatment, and 
60% of youth with major depression did not 
receive mental health services, according the 2023 
State of Mental Health in America Report.4 There 
are several notable factors for the disparity in care, 
including limited access to treatment resources, 
high cost of care, limited availability of insurance 
coverage, workforce shortages, and the persistent 
social stigma of addiction deterring individuals 
from seeking help.

Despite the large number of individuals that go 
untreated each year, providers are operating at 
near

Source: SAMHSA and Capstone Partners

18.8%

25.6%

Percentage of People in 
the U.S. Ages 18 or Older 
With an SUD

Percentage of People in 
the U.S. Ages 18 to 25 With 
an SUD

Percentage of Adults in 
the U.S. With an SUD not 
receiving treatment

93.5%

46.0%

13.5%

Percentage of People in 
the U.S. Ages 18 to 25 With 
Either an SUD or Mental 
Illness in the Past Year

Percentage of People in 
the U.S. Ages 18 to 25 With 
Both an SUD and Mental 
Illness in the Past Year

Percentage of People in 
the U.S. Ages 18 to 25 With 
a Serious Mental Illness in 
the Past Year

11.4%
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In September 2021, Summit BHC was acquired by 
Patient Square Capital for an undisclosed sum. 
Summit provides SUD treatment and acute 
psychiatric care, as well as acute inpatient care 
and detoxification services. In the time since 
Patient Square’s acquisition, Summit has 
completed the purchase of seven psychiatric 
hospitals in Iowa, Tennessee, Texas, New Mexico, 
and North Carolina (January 2022, undisclosed). 
This expands Summit’s geographic coverage to 
over 30 facilities across 16 states, according to a 
press release.7 Additionally, Patient Square’s 
acquisition was a sponsor-to-sponsor deal which 
saw FFL and Lee Equity Partners exit Summit after 
helping the company achieve 200% growth. 

PRIVATE EQUITY CONSOLIDATES THROUGH EXISTING PLATFORMS

6

In the current interest rate environment, private equity has focused their investment strategy on higher 
quality providers and strategic add-on opportunities for existing platforms. Sponsors have historically been 
attracted to the space and have increased their exposure in recent years. Key takeaways surrounding investor 
activity are outlined below. 

• Private equity firms are actively enhancing portfolio holdings through strategic add-on acquisitions, often 
pairing complementary services to extend the continuum of care.

 
• Many private equity firms see the space as an opportunity to bring expertise in efficiencies, key 

performance indicators, and negotiations with payors to middle market providers

Discovery Behavioral Health has proven to be a 
robust example of successful private investment 
in the sector. Since Webster Equity Partners’ 
recapitalization, the company has completed 12 
acquisitions as of 2022, expanding its geographic 
presence to 16 states with over 150 treatment 
centers, according to a press release.8 As 
Webster’s flagship platform in the Behavioral 
Healthcare Services sector, Discovery Behavioral 
Health’s current continuum of care includes  four 
service lines: eating disorder, substance use, 
mental health and psychiatric services.

As previously mentioned, TPG Capital’s investment 
in Banyan Treatment Centers (June, undisclosed) 
is expected to grow Banyan’s geographical 
coverage, capacity, and treatment offerings. 
Additionally, the investment came from TPG’s Rise 
Fund, the firm’s multi-sector global impact 
investing strategy. Banyan becomes one of 10 
companies in the Healthcare industry to receive a 
growth investment from the global investment 
fund. “The Rise Fund’s focus on improving access 
to care for fragile populations, combined with their 
healthcare experience made them the mission-
aligned partner of choice for Banyan,” said Banyan 
CEO, Joe Tuttle, in a press release.9 

Chicago Pacific Founders-backed Recovery Ways 
has rapidly expanded its geographic and 
treatment coverage following its acquisition in 
December 2014 and the creation of the Recovery 
Ways Family of Programs. In 2021, Recovery Ways 
completed its acquisition of Omega Recovery, 
Breakthrough Recovery Group, Alpine Recovery 
Services, and Colonial Clinic for an undisclosed 
sum. The four acquisitions were the creation of the 
Recovery Ways Family of Programs, the company’s 
nationwide expansion in the Behavioral Healthcare 
Services space. Since 2021, the company’s family 
of programs has expanded to clinics located in 
Idaho, Nevada, and Texas. 

Behavioral Healthcare Services  |  October 2023
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SECTOR M&A RISES DUE TO HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY DEFENSIBILITY

M&A volume in the Behavioral Healthcare Services 
sector has accelerated through YTD 2023, with 70 
transactions announced or completed. Dealmaking 
in the sector has outpaced the prior year period 
by a robust margin, increasing 7.8% from 65 
transactions in YTD 2022. Despite overall declines 
in activity in the broader M&A market, the 
Healthcare industry’s resilience against major 
economic headwinds has fostered a steady 
transaction environment in the Behavioral 
Healthcare Services sector. Transaction multiples 
for middle market businesses (EV<$500mm) 
across the Healthcare industry have remained 
strong in 2023, averaging 11.7x EV/EBITDA in Q2 
2023. The defensibility of the Healthcare space 
has trickled down to the Behavioral Healthcare 
Services sector where buyers have paid an 
average of $104.7 million in disclosed enterprise 
value through YTD 2023 compared to $60.2 million 
through YTD 2022. 

Capstone expects consolidation activity in the 
sector to continue its robust performance through 
year-end, supported by strong activity among 
both strategic and financial buyers. Private 
strategic buyers have accounted for 51.4% of 
transactions to-date, while add-on transactions 
have comprised the second highest percentage of 
total deals (25.7%). Healthy transaction volume 
from financial buyers in the Behavioral Healthcare 
Services space suggests sponsors have viewed 
the sector as an attractive area to deploy capital 
and expand their platforms, despite challenges to 
transaction markets.

Buyers have shown an appetite for targets with an 
expansive suite of treatment offerings. Of note, 
Youme Healthcare acquired Backpack Healthcare 
in August for an undisclosed sum. Backpack 
Healthcare offers a comprehensive list of mental 
health services from culturally responsive 
treatments for domestic violence and  race and 
racism, to money and finances. Backpack also 
provides more traditional behavioral services 
including substance abuse treatment. Another 
notable transaction includes Acadia Healthcare’s  
announced acquisition of residential, partial 
hospitalization and outpatient service provider, 
Turning Point Centers (July 2023, undisclosed). 
The company offers specialty SUD and primary 
health treatment. Buyers have rapidly targeted 
businesses with well-rounded service offerings 
that also address more specific forms of care. 

Behavioral Healthcare Services 
Dealmaking Rises Year-Over-Year
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MARKET OVERVIEW AND M&A DATA

M&A activity has elevated 
YOY as financial buyers 

have increased their 
investment in the space 

primarily through add-on 
transactions. Rising 
interest rates have 

reduced private equity 
firms’ appetite for direct 

investments in the space.

Through Q2 2023, middle 
market M&A transaction 

multiples in the Healthcare 
industry have outpaced 

the broader middle market, 
averaging a healthy 11.7x 

EV/EBITDA. The industry’s 
defensibility against 

macroeconomic 
headwinds has helped to 

strengthen valuations.   
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Year-to-date (YTD) ended September 30
Source: Capital IQ, FactSet, PitchBook, and Capstone Partners

The market size for 
Substance Abuse 

Treatment is forecasted to 
increase by 9.1% annually 
through 2030. Favorable 
demand for therapeutic 

solutions and value-based 
care is expected to drive 

segment growth.

Note: M&A Transactions span 2020-Q2 2023
Middle Market = EV<$500 Million

Source: Capital IQ and Capstone Partners
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SELECT TRANSACTIONS

Enterprise EV/LTM

Date Target Acquirer Target Business Description Value (mm) Revenue EBITDA

09/28/23
Beacon Point 
Recovery

Praesum Healthcare Operates a drug and alcohol addiction treatment center. - - -

09/13/23 Sesh Therapy Caraway
Develops a mental healthcare application designed to 
provide access to therapist-led group support. - - -

09/05/23 Manifesto ERP Health Provides a peer support and health coaching service. - - -

09/01/23 Valor Hospice Care
Pennant 
(Nasdaq:PNTG)

Offers mental therapy and counseling. - - -

08/31/23
Recovering 
Champions 

Haven Health 
Management

Operates a comprehensive drug and alcohol 
rehabilitation program. 

- - -

08/29/23
St. Francis Health 
Services

Minnesota Odd 
Fellows

Provides home health care and behavioral 
rehabilitation therapy. - - -

08/24/23
Montreal Neuro 
Center

ELNA Medical Group Offers treatment for neurological disorders. - - -

08/22/23
Backpack 
Healthcare

Youme Healthcare Provides culturally intentional mental health services. - - -

08/15/23
DaySpring 
Behavioral Health

Arc Health Offers mental healthcare services. - - -

08/10/23 Eastpointe Sandhills Center Operates as a mental healthcare center. - - -

08/09/23
Perkins Partial 
Hospital Program

Pneuma Behavioral 
Health

Provides mental health programs for people suffering 
from depression and intense anxiety. - - -

08/08/23
Cascade Behavioral 
Hospital

Washington State 
DSHS

Operates a behavioral health center for addiction 
recovery and treating mental health issues. 

$30.0 - -

08/03/23
Dallas Counseling 
and Treatment 

Havencrest 
Capital

Manages an outpatient mental health 
treatment center. - - -

07/27/23
Turning Point 
Centers

Acadia Healthcare 
(Nasdaq:ACHC)

Provides treatment services for patients 
suffering from substance abuse. - - -

07/17/23 BeWell Network H.E.R Management Operates rehabilitation centers. - - -

06/30/23
Courage Kenny 
Rehabilitation

Miller-Dwan Offers rehabilitative services. - - -

06/29/23
Tennessee Valley 
Home Care

Addus HomeCare 
(Nasdaq:ADUS)

Provides elderly speech, cognitive skills, and 
occupational therapy. $106.0 - -

06/27/23
Your Behavioral 
Health

Comvest 
Advisors

Offers mental health and addiction treatment services. - - -

06/16/23
Whitney Place at 
Sharon

CareOne Operates as a memory care community. - - -

06/09/23 RenuYou Soaak Technologies
Provides personalized therapies addressing mental 
health issues such as anxiety and depression. 

- - -

06/09/23
Silver Lake 
Psychology

ARC Health Offers mental health care and psychology services. - - -

06/02/23
Banyan Treatment 
Centers

TPG The Rise 
Fund

Provides nationwide addiction treatment programs, 
detox, and treatment for mental health. - - -

Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Partners
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BUYER UNIVERSE

Capstone has built relationships with and tracked buyers that have been highly acquisitive in the Healthcare 
industry, particularly those that have completed notable transactions in the Behavioral Healthcare Services 
sector. Our sector knowledge and network provides us with unique insights into this buyer universe and sector 
and growth drivers for the companies within it. If you would like to learn more about relevant buyers in your space, 
please contact Capstone Director Mark Surowiak.

 

Leading Buyers 

Source: Capstone Partners
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PUBLIC COMPANY DATA 

Price % 52 Wk Market Enterprise LTM EV / LTM

Company 10/06/23 High Cap Value Revenue EBITDA Margin Revenue EBITDA

Acadia Healthcare Company $69.29 77.1% $6,386.6 $7,899.5 $2,777.6 $642.6 23.1% 2.8x 12.3x

HCA Healthcare, Inc. $245.38 80.5% $66,740.4 $109,281.4 $61,920.0 $13,278.5 21.4% 1.8x 8.2x

Universal Health Services, Inc. $126.39 79.7% $8,770.6 $13,914.7 $13,798.7 $1,872.5 13.6% 1.0x 7.4x

Mean 19.4% 1.9x 9.3x

Median 21.4% 1.8x 8.2x

Harmonic Mean 18.3% 1.6x 8.9x

EV = enterprise value; LTM = last twelve months
$ in millions, except per share data
NM = Not Meaningful

LTM = Last Twelve Months

Source: Capital IQ as of October 6, 2023
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Mark Surowiak
Director
msurowiak@capstonepartners.com | 215-854-4063

Mark is a Director in the Philadelphia office with over 15 years of experience in mergers & 
acquisitions, private placements and financial advisory services. While Mark’s primary 
focus includes clients in the health and medical industry, his experience spans a broad 
range of industries, including government and defense contracting, manufacturing and 
outsourced business services sectors. Prior to investment banking, he enjoyed a career 
in the social services field.

Previously, Mark served over 10 years as a senior investment banking professional in 
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney’s Capital Strategies Group. Over his career, Mark has 
focused on developing deep credentials and expertise in the sale and recapitalization of 
privately held businesses.

Eric Williams
Managing Director
Head of Healthcare Investment Banking
ewilliams@capstonepartners.com | 215-854-4065

Based out of Philadelphia, Eric serves as a Managing Director and Co-Head of Healthcare 
Investment Banking at Capstone Partners. Eric has successfully completed more than 
100 transactions in sectors including contract manufacturing, pharmaceutical 
outsourcing, medical devices, and life sciences, and health care services. Prior to 
Capstone, Eric was responsible for managing the Eastern region for Morgan Stanley 
Smith Barney’s Capital Strategies Group and its predecessor, Citi Capital Strategies. Eric 
has 20 years of experience managing strategic sale assignments and leveraged 
recapitalizations for owners of privately held companies.

He has also executed complex cross-border transactions with foreign buyers based in 
London, Germany, Sweden and Switzerland and has structured deals with leading private 
equity groups and strategic corporate buyers. Previously, Mr. Williams worked as a 
senior executive with Newport Securities Corporation.

Joe Collins
Market Intelligence Analyst
jcollins@capstonepartners.com | 617-619-3344

Joe is a Market Intelligence Analyst at Capstone Partners primarily focusing on the 
Aerospace, Defense, Government & Security (ADGS) and Healthcare industries. Prior to 
joining Capstone’s Market Intelligence Team, Joe was an intern at Recount Media Inc., a 
digital media and political news company. At Recount Media he worked on client 
outreach, social media strategy, and database management for content produced by 
the company’s slate of news podcasts. Joe has a BA in Politics from Bates College.
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FIRM TRACK RECORD

Capstone’s Healthcare Investment Banking Group has represented numerous businesses in the Behavioral 
Healthcare Services sector. The Healthcare Group is highly skilled transaction execution and leverages its 
extensive buyer and investor relationships and in-depth sector knowledge to provide a favorable outcome on 
behalf of their clients. Sample recent engagements are outlined below. 
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Disclosure 

This report is a periodic compilation of certain economic and corporate information, as well as completed and announced merger and 
acquisition activity. Information contained in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to sell or buy any security. Any 
reference to or omission of  any reference to any company in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell or 
take any other action with respect to any security  of any such company. We are not soliciting any action with respect to any security 
or company based on this report. The report is published solely for  the general information of clients and friends of Capstone 
Partners. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation  or needs of individual recipients. 
Certain transactions, including those involving early-stage companies, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all  investors. 
This report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not 
be relied  upon as such. Prediction of future events is inherently subject to both known and unknown risks and other factors that may 
cause actual results to vary materially. We are under no obligation to update the information contained in this report. Opinions 
expressed are our present opinions only and are subject to change without notice. Additional information is available upon request. 
The companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Capstone Partners.  The decisions to include any company in this report is 
unrelated in all respects to any service that Capstone Partners may provide to such company. This  report may not be copied or 
reproduced in any form or redistributed without the prior written consent of Capstone Partners. The information contained herein should 
not be construed as legal advice. 
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https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/2022-12/2021NSDUHFFRHighlights092722.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/drug-overdose-data.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/drug-overdose-data.htm
https://mhanational.org/issues/2022/mental-health-america-adult-data
https://mhanational.org/sites/default/files/2023-State-of-Mental-Health-in-America-Report.pdf
https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/reports/rpt42711/2022-nsumhss-annual-report.pdf
https://bhbusiness.com/2023/06/02/tpg-capital-makes-significant-investment-in-banyan-treatment-centers/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/patient-square-capital-to-acquire-summit-bhc-from-ffl-partners-and-lee-equity-partners-301371933.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/patient-square-capital-to-acquire-summit-bhc-from-ffl-partners-and-lee-equity-partners-301371933.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/discovery-behavioral-health-wraps-2022-with-acquisitions-of-leading-treatment-centers-and-expansion-into-major-markets-executive-appointments-and-launch-of-discoverymd-301712885.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/discovery-behavioral-health-wraps-2022-with-acquisitions-of-leading-treatment-centers-and-expansion-into-major-markets-executive-appointments-and-launch-of-discoverymd-301712885.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/discovery-behavioral-health-wraps-2022-with-acquisitions-of-leading-treatment-centers-and-expansion-into-major-markets-executive-appointments-and-launch-of-discoverymd-301712885.html
https://press.tpg.com/news-releases/news-release-details/tpgs-rise-fund-invests-banyan-treatment-centers
https://press.tpg.com/news-releases/news-release-details/tpgs-rise-fund-invests-banyan-treatment-centers
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Market Presence
With a long-established U.S. footprint, together with an international partner 
platform, we provide clients with broad expertise and access to key market 
relationships on a global basis. Our presence is backed by ~200 professionals in the 
U.S. with 450+ professionals across 41 countries.

450+
team of IMAP      

professionals worldwide

15
industry verticals with 

global expertise

2,200
historical completed 

transactions

242
M&A transactions

completed in 2022

26%
of our deals 
are cross-

border

$26B
aggregate 

transaction value

8th
globally ranked for 

deals under $500m

International

~200 professionals
11 offices

Boston · Chicago · Dallas · 
Denver · Detroit · Los Angeles · 
New York · Orange County · 
Philadelphia · San Diego · Tampa 

450+ professionals
60+ offices in 43 countries

Asia: China · India · Japan · Thailand
Africa: Congo · Egypt · Ghana · Ivory Coast · Mauritius · Morocco · Nigeria · Senegal · South Africa
Americas: Toronto · Vancouver · Argentina · Brazil · Chile · Colombia · Mexico · Panama & Central 
America · Peru
Europe: Belgium · Bosnia & Herzegovina · Croatia ·  Czech Republic · Finland · France · Germany · 
Hungary · Ireland
Italy · Netherlands · Poland · Portugal · Russia · Serbia · Slovakia · Slovenia · Spain · Sweden · 
United Kingdom

United States

capstonepartners.com
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